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1. Introduction 
In 2007, Coillte constructed the first off-road, mountain-bike trails in Ireland. This 
was done in response to increasing demands from a growing mountain-biking (MTB) 
market and to develop tourism and recreation assets in remote and rural areas. 
Since then, mountain-biking has grown steadily from a niche sport into a mainstream 
recreational activity.  

In 2012, Coillte published its Off-Road Cycling Strategy to set a strategic context for 
the development of mountain-bike trails and to focus Coillte and interested parties on 
the locations which may be best suited to national, regional and local trail centres. 

In 2017, Coillte, Failte Ireland and a number of local authorities, including Offaly 
County Council applied for and were successful in receiving Rural Recreation 
Development Funding (RRDF) to develop 5 national MTB trail centres. Slieve Bloom 
MTB is one of these five centres and work commenced in 2018 on its construction. 

To date, more than 30 kms of trails are built and have been opened to the public. 
Visitor numbers have grown steadily and four new businesses to support visiting 
riders have been established in close proximity to the trail centre, including bike hire 
and café outlets. 

The trail system was intended to attract up to 50,000 visitors by the end of its third 
year after full construction but is now forecast to achieve those numbers before 
construction is completed at the end of 2022. It is also estimated the trail centre will 
attract that more than €2M per annum of spending to the local and regional area by 
these visitors. 

In the 2 years since the initial trails have opened, it has become clear that while the 
offering is attracting new and experienced riders to visit the area, there is a clear 
need for entry-level or novice trails to supplement the project and create real growth 
in the early years market among the 5 to 8 year old bracket. The development of a 
beginner’s loop will round out the offering and make the overall trail system 
attractive to all ages and full family groups. 

This project report will give some detail on the overall project and how the new 
proposed beginners loop sits within it; how the project was designed and planned to 
provide authentic and accessible trails, attracting visitors and locals to use the Slieve 
Blooms. It will show how many stages of design, checking and alteration were used 
to carefully plan the installation of trails which will sit comfortably into the landscape 
and will minimise potential impact to the area’s ecology. 
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2. Project Overview 

a. The Slieve Bloom MTB Trail Centre Project 
The main project which was granted statutory planning approval in 2016 and is 
currently under construction, involves the design and development of many 
kilometres of off-road, cross-country cycling trails with associated visitor facilities 
such as parking, toilets, signage and eventually, a café. The trail system is located 
entirely on Coillte-owned forest lands with one short section on public road and it 
straddles both Laois and Offaly in the Slieve Blooms mountains. 

The trail system is based on two trailheads, one located at Kinnitty in Offaly and one 
in Baunreagh in Laois. Kinnitty village will operate as the ‘trailhead’ on the Offaly 
side. A trailhead is typically where visitors are directed to arrive, park and start their 
trail journey, with services such as toilets, showers, cafes, restaurants, bike hire and 
repairs, etc. available locally. 

The Baunreagh trailhead will service the Laois side of the trail system and will have 
car-parking, bike services, toilets, showers and a café built there in 2023. 

The trail system is designed as two semi-independent ‘stacked loops’. This means 
that all riders depart a trailhead along a trail section, accessing different loops as 
they progress through the mountains. The loops are graded differently, are of 
varying lengths and provide different levels of challenge to riders. All of the 
information about the trail loops will be available online, at each trailhead and at the 
start of each consecutive loop. 

To be clear about what the trail system is and who it is intended for, it is useful to 
know a little about the basics of mountain biking and mountain-bike trails. 

The trails are 
designed for the 
use of mountain 
bikes only – these 
are bicycles which 
have been 
developed since 
the 1970’s and 
adapted ever 
since to cope with 
rough terrain and 
variable under-
wheel conditions. 
They have 
generally flat 
handlebars, knobbly tyres and now usually, suspension systems. Many are power-
assisted now for climbing, with micro-electric motors embedded within bike frames. 

MTB trails are singletrack trails – this means that they are designed for use by one 
bike at a time. They are narrow (400mm/ 16” wide), have varying surfaces (usually 
gravel, rock or timber boardwalk) and sit into the surrounding lands by design. 
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They are waymarked and used in one-direction only. They also use sections of 
existing forest roads to connect the sections of singletrack, but forest roads are only 
ever used when they are flat or in an uphill direction only. This is to ensure that bikes 
carry no speed on a forest road which is used by other vehicles and sometimes, 
walkers. 

Where trails connect to forest roads or 
where they cross public roads, they climb to 
the road. This is important in design, again 
to ensure that a rider has no speed on, 
when approaching the road crossing or 
junction. At public road junctions, they are 
also ‘chicane-gated’. This means a rider on a 
trail must dismount before reaching the 
public road edge. (insert pic of chicane gate) 

The trails which will be built are not for 
motorised use (motorbikes, scramblers and 
quads). In fact, MTB trails cannot be used 
by these other vehicles as they are too 
narrow and twisting to be accessed by 
them. 

The picture shows what a finished MTB trail 
looks like: 

One of the most important elements during the design stages of any MTB trail 
system is ensuring that trails are used in the way they are intended. This is enabled 
through laying out the trail to provide climbing during its early stages and descending 
in the later and final stages. In this way, it encourages riders to park and start their 
ride at a trailhead, rather than parking where cars may inhibit access to adjoining 
lands or entrances. By using only singletrack for descending and forest roads only for 
climbing, riders do not create conflicts with other recreational users within the forest. 
This is demonstrated very clearly in Ticknock, where many hundreds of thousands 
use the same forest for walking, running, hiking and mountain-biking without leading 
to conflicts between recreational user groups.  

The trails are provided free-of-charge to the public and at some sites, there is a 
charge for car-parking, showers and bike-wash. All revenues generated at trailheads 
are used to defray the costs of managing and maintaining trails. 

 

b. The Beginners Loop 
The project which is subject of this planning application is a new beginner’s loop and 
it involves the construction of a new loop totalling approx. 2kms in length and 
situated at the start of the Kinnitty side of the trail system. It will sit neatly into the 
existing outward leg from the village through the GAA club and on out towards the 
trail network behind and above Kinnitty Castle and beyond. 
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The trail will be an independent loop, travelled in a clockwise direction, allowing 
participants to repeat the route multiple times, improving their skills as they go. Such a 
trail will add significant value to the existing network by providing a density of trail closer 
to the village and creating a space where school groups and activity providers could host 
outings. 

 

The loop will retain connectivity to the existing trails by offering riders an alternative 
outward and return leg of their journeys. The existing trail through this area would still 
be very relevant as it’s the most direct route from the village to Kinnitty Castle and the 
surrounding mountain bike trails and indeed walking routes.  

 

The trail will twist and turn through mature mixed conifer and broadleaved woodland, 
rising up and gently falling away, following the natural shape of the ground, like a ribbon 
through the trees. The trail itself will be a singletrack construction, with a compacted 
gravel surface up to 900mm wide and approximately 2000m long. Favourable ground 
conditions and ease of access will ensure the trail is constructed with minimal impact on 
the woodland. 

c. Ownership: 
Coillte are the Irish state forestry board, fully owned by the Irish government. Coillte are 
Ireland’s largest landowner, owning 440,000 hectares or 7% of the land area and are 
also the largest provider of outdoor recreation in Ireland. Coillte manage 12 forest parks, 
250 recreation sites and more than 2000kms of waymarked trails across Ireland. 
Coillte’s recreation offering delivers more than €250M per annum of economic activity 
across the country and welcomes 18M visits per annum to its estate. 

The Slieve Bloom MTB trail centre is located almost entirely on Coillte lands, with one 
short section along public road connecting the Offaly and Laois trail systems. There is 
now also a section from Kinnitty village through the Kinnitty GAA club lands (under 
licenced agreement form the GAA club) to connect to the main trails. 

The beginner’s loop is fully on Coillte lands and when constructed will be owned and 
maintained by Coillte. 

3. The proposed development 

a. Design 
The services of Trail Design Ireland are retained by Coillte to plan and design the trail 
network in the Slieve Bloom MTB trail centre. 

The design process for the beginner’s loop follows the same process as for the wider trail 
network. The first stage is a macro-design where constraints are examined initially and 
‘ground-truthed’ on site. This includes assessment of Natura 2000 designated site 
boundaries, archaeological features or National Monuments, any other built or natural 
heritage, watercourses, key habitats or specific features, etc… 

Next, broad trail corridors are identified and marked on the ground and surveyed and 
mapped. This stage takes account of standing woodland and timber crops and is 
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adjusted where necessary to avoid stream edges, areas liable to flooding, or any other 
site-specific key natural features. 

At this point all statutory consultations and approvals are sought and when granted, the 
design process moves on to the detailed design stage. Specifically in this case, the site 
sits adjacent to but outside the designated Natura 2000 site, the Slieve Bloom Special 
Protection Area. However, an ecologist is retained to prepare an ecological report and 
this report accompanies the planning application. 

Also, specifically in this case, the forest crop/ woodland is composed entirely of mature 
mixed confers and broadleaves planted in 1953. This means that they are sufficiently 
well-spaced to allow trail construction to proceed without the removal of any trees. 
Therefore, a felling licence from Forest Service is not required, as would be the case 
when felling is involved. 

There are no watercourses of any description and no listed archaeological monuments in 
or adjacent to the proposed trail site. 

Detailed design then involves flagging the actual line of the trail on the site and the 
preparation of detailed trail construction prescriptions to allow a contractor to construct 
the trail as set down by the trail designer. 

b. Location and site  
Please note, blue line below is the route of the beginner’s loop. 

 

The site on which the trail will be located is entirely on Coillte lands in the Slieve Blooms 
and covers an area of approx.6.8 hectares. It sits between Kinnitty GAA lands and 
Kinnitty Castle lands in mature mixed woodland. 
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The trail is approx. 2,000m in length and connects into the main trail system in 2 
locations 

4. Planning issues 

a. Overview 
This beginner’s trail is the subject of this planning report and sits within a wider planning 
application to improve connectivity of Kinnitty Village to the main trail system. 

The main trail system and ancillary services attained planning approval in February 2017 
under planning ref: 16/87. 

b. Natura 2000 sites 
This trail sits outside the designated Natura SPA and SAC sites in Slieve Blooms and has 
no visible hydrological connectivity outward from the site boundary. A separate 
ecological screening statement refers here.  

c. Felling licences 
The Forest Service controls all licencing of tree felling in the state. There are no trees to 
be felled in this trail construction project and therefore no requirement for licenced 
felling. 

d. Traffic impacts 
There is no direct connectivity from the proposed beginners trail to the public road 
network. However, the wider proposed work is aimed at enhanced connectivity and safer 
access from the village out to the trails and back. While the addition of the loop will 
make the trails more attractive to a wider range of visitors, this is estimated to be no 
more than 5% of overall visitors and therefore, at traffic impact statement will not be 
included in the Planning application 

e. Archaeology and cultural heritage 
There are no archaeological and cultural heritage features within the proposed trail site.  

5. Project outputs and benefits 
 

There are considerable benefits which will accrue to trail users, local businesses and the 
wider economy from the wider trail development. 

As Coillte have demonstrated at Ballyhoura MTB trail centre, there is a value of €1.75M 
of local economic activity gained by accommodation providers, pubs, food outlets, bike 
hire and retail companies and others from the development of the MTB trails there. The 
forecast economic activity as a result of the Slieve Bloom MTB trail centre development 
will be in the same order when completed. 

Significant health and well-being benefits will accrue to trail users from the project and 
the Woodlands For Health pilot project run by Coillte in Wicklow in 2018 also showed 
considerable mental health benefits accruing to trail users. 

Already, new businesses in Kinnitty and surrounding areas are benefitting from the 
development of the trails to date. 
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There are opportunities from the development of the trailheads to ‘educate’ and inform 
the public about the habitats of the Slieve Blooms, their diverse and rich natural and 
cultural history and to engender a greater understanding and respect for the animal, bird 
and plant life of the mountains. 

This loop will ‘round out’ the trail offering and make the system more attractive to a 
wider and younger age group. Family groups will be fully catered for once it is 
completed. 

 

 

Daithi de Forge 

Head of Recreation, Coillte 

4th March 2021 
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